




I am delighted that our Etch team is bringing out their 5th edition, the 15.1 issue. Etch has significantly matured over

the past 2-3 years and the students working for it have been demonstrating excellent professional skills not only in

collecting the information need for it but also in putting the information together. The untiring efforts of the Etch

team are praiseworthy.

Similar to earlier issues, the current issue covers the research articles from students and faculty, exciting things that

are happening in the world of materials research, report on the various technical events that took place in the

department, interviews with distinguished metallurgists/materials scientists and alumni. This time the Etch team has

also added two new features, a crossword and quiz on materials that test your materials knowledge.

The article byMangesh, a research scholar of the department, on ceramics derived from natural products is exiting

and worth reading. The article by Dr. Parasuraman, who joined the department as a faculty 2 years back, brings

out his expertise on printed electronics, in terms of the excitement and challenges in this field. The article from

Nature Nanotechnology on redefining black has been highlighted in this issue to bring to you the fascinating world

of materials research at the cutting edge.

During this period the department has organized two workshops on two exciting topics, namely, Stress Assisted

Environmental Damage in Structural Materials (EDSA) and High Entropy Alloys. While the first workshop has been

supported by Office of Naval Research, USA, the second workshop has been mainly sponsored by Boeing, clearly

bringing out the importance of the two topics in naval and aerospace research, respectively.

The issue brings out interviews with two of our star alumni who are excelling globally, Dr. Arumugam from University

of Austin and Dr. Veera Sundararaghavan, University of Michigan, who share their path to excellence, which can

be inspirational to budding professionals. The issue also reports an interview with one of our distinguished Alumni

who made a golden mark for himself through his industry on electroplating of gold, Mr. D. Chandrasekhar. This

issue also brings out interviews with stalwarts like, Dr. C. Nickereson and Dr. A.K. Vasudevan from US Navy, Dr.

James D. Cotton of Boeing, Dr. Michael Rohwreder of Max Planck Institute for Iron Research at Düsseldorf, Prof. S.

Ranganathan of IISc Bangalore and Prof. J.W. Yeh of National Tsing Hua University of Taiwan.

I am sure you will find this issue exciting and informative. I request you to share your thoughts/information/research

articles to Etch. I would like to place on record our appreciation for the wonderful efforts of Srinivas and his team. I

also take this opportunity to thank all the students, faculty and Alumnus for their unstinted cooperation and support

for the Etch.

Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.

Benjamin Franklin

We at ETCH have always worked towards connecting to our readers. We believe in a learning process wherein the

readers are involved and immersed. We started the present edition with theMission Impossible reference in ‘Printed

Electronics’ article and ended the magazine with an attempt to push the readers’ ‘Boundaries’. Throughout the

magazine we have tried to intrigue and involve our readers without compromising on technical aspects. We hope

this turns out to be an enjoyable learning experience.
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Dr. Parasuraman Swaminathan is currently working as

an assistant professor in the Dept. of Metallurgical and

Materials Engineering, IIT Madras. He did his PhD in Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. He did his post

doc at Johns Hopkins University and National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST). He worked for 2

years at Intel Corp. in Oregon, USA as a Module Engi-

neer.

In the latest instalment of the thrill-a-minute Mission Im-

possible series, Agent Ethan Hunt is forced to dive into

an underwater turbine tank, wearing a diving suit with

a built-in oxygen sensor. Earlier in the movie, we see

his associate turn an opera brochure into a foldable

e-tablet. These are some examples of next generation

electronic devices driven by research in newmaterials

and fabrication technologies.

The development of integrated circuits has been one

of the signature achievements of the last century. The

electronics industry is driven by miniaturization, codi-

fied as Moore’s law[1]. Currently, there are a wide va-

riety of mobile computing devices like, laptops, smart

phones, and tablets along with smart devices devel-

oped for specific applications, like sensors, batteries,

and memory devices, to name a few. This genera-

tion’s challenge is to optimize cost of manufacturing

along with functionality. In this context, printed elec-

tronics, specifically inkjet printing, is an emerging area

of research[2]. It uses readily available printing tech-

niques to fabricate devices, on rigid and flexible sub-

strates.

Our research group is focused on using inkjet printing

to make devices and I would like to describe some of

our initial work on printed solar cells. Solar cells are an

active area of research, with cell efficiencies as high

as 40%, for multi-junction silicon based devices[3]. In-

creasingly, new research is on developing materials

and low cost device configurations[4][5], with device

integration being the major challenge. We are using a

commercially purchased inkjet printer, which delivers

ink by a drop-ondemand protocol, to print metals and

metal oxides, to fabricate our cell.

Figure 1: (L): A simple serpentine silver printed pattern printed on silicon at room temperature and annealed at

200◦C. (R): Complex patterns can be printed. An example is the IITM logo printed on silicon.

Silver is widely used for preparing conducting metal

inks, because of its high bulk conductivity. We have

been printing silver inks (purchased from a supplier) on

flexible substrates like photo paper and PET coated pa-

per, and also on rigid substrates like silicon wafers (see

figure 1). On rigid substrates, multiple passes are re-

quired to get continuous structures. By proper choice

of printing and post annealing conditions, it is possible

to get patterns with conductivity close to 25% of bulk

silver, a costeffective technique to get high conductiv-

ity. In metal oxides, we have started work with zinc ox-

ide, a widely studied semiconductor[6] with band gap

in the UV region. We have doped zinc oxide with man-

ganese, shifting the absorption to the visible region[7].
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We are currently working on aluminium doped zinc ox-

ide, as a transparent electrode to replace expensive

indium tin oxide which is currently used. Successful de-

velopment of new materials for printed electronics re-

quires the synthesis of nanoparticle inks. We are using

a combination of ball milling for size reduction, with dis-

persion in amixture of solvents and surfactants for print-

ing. We have found that controlling the viscosity of the

ink is crucial for printing, and by generating inks with

different viscosities we can deliver particles by a vari-

ety of other techniques. Figure 2 shows patterns of zinc

oxide and indium tin oxide that were actually painted

directly from nanoparticle inks, using a simple water

colour brush. We are developing a general scheme for

manufacturing nanoparticle inks, which will find appli-

cations for other materials and devices as well.

Figure 2: Painted pattern on glass slide (L) and painted pattern on Si wafer (R) using ZnO ink. Glass slide length is

7.5 cm. and Si wafer length is 4 cm.

Research into building printed devices throws up a

number of technical and scientific challenges. For

metal oxides, the role of the dopants in modifying

electronic and optical properties needs to be under-

stood. Interfaces between different layers are impor-

tant, since defects can lower efficiency by charge

trapping. Printed layers have high density surface de-

fects and these need to be reduced. Conventional

furnace annealing can be done for rigid substrates,

but new techniques have to be developed for flexi-

ble substrates like paper, which cannot withstand high

temperatures. To improve light absorption in solar cells,

antireflection coatings can be incorporated in the top

electrode. We are working on these coatings, using

thin film de-wetting as a template tomake etchmasks,

which are used to fabricate silica nanopillars (see fig-

ure 3). Integration of these layers with printed de-

vices means, combining conventional vapour depo-

sition process with printing technologies.

Figure 3: (L) Copper nanoparticles on oxidized silicon, after evaporation of 5 nm Cu followed by annealing at

600◦C for 2 hrs. (R) Tilted SEM image showing silica nanopillars after reactive ion etching using the nanoparticles as

a mask.

Thus, printed electronics is an exciting new area strad-

dling the region between materials science, chem-

istry, and electronics. A variety of devices can be

fabricated, limited only by human ingenuity. Printed

electronics also offers a cost-effective and efficient

platform to test new materials and device configura-

tions.

Acknowledgements: Thework discussed here was car-

ried out by my students Sonia Sharma, Krishna Kumar,

Srinivas Karthik, Raghavendra, and Aditya Sundar from

IIT Madras and Pranith and Sumukh from NIT Trichy.

They have been extremely active this last two years,

setting up our research lab and also exploring the var-

ious aspects of materials, printing and thin film deposi-

tion. The funding has beenmadepossible by IITMadras

New Faculty Seed Grant and funding from Naval Re-

search Board, Govt. of India.
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Mangesh Lodhe is a post graduate in Materials En-

gineering and pursuing Ph.D in the area of polymer

derived ceramics under the supervision of Prof. M. Bal-

asubramanian.

Silicon carbide whiskers or nanowires are used in amyr-

iad of applications, such as optoelectronic devices,

sensors and ferromagnetic applications because of

their promising properties like chemical inertness, large

band gap, good thermal conductivity and thermal

stability. Owing to single crystal nature, the SiCwhiskers

have strength nearly equal to their theoretical value,

which makes them strong candidate for structural ap-

plications. Hence, the preparation of SiC whiskers

has great importance. Various methods adopted for

the preparation include, the carbothermal reduction

of rice husk (RH), the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process,

electrospinning, laser ablation, arc discharge, chem-

ical vapor deposition, and the carbothermal reduc-

tion of colloidal silica. Recently, a lot of focus is

on green production synthesis using environmentally

friendly biomass precursors.

Figure 1: SEM micrographs of as pyrolyzed RH+CS. (a) Low magnification and (b) its EDS spectrum (c-d) High mag-

nification images of as synthesized product.
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RH is a waste product of rice mills, and its natural abun-

dance (120 million tons per year) makes it appealing

as a raw material to prepare SiC whiskers. There is an

intimate contact between the silica and carbon in the

RH and the constituents possess a very high surface

area. In a way, it is advantageous; since the SiC can

be formed by the thermal decomposition of RH at a

relatively lower temperature (1500◦C).

Coconut shell (CS) is also an agricultural waste prod-

uct like RH and is abundant (55 million tons per year). It

is composed of mostly carbonaceous compound and

some silica, which makes it one of the natural alterna-

tives for SiC whisker synthesis.

A mixture of RH and CS was pyrolyzed at 1400◦C for 3

h under Ar atmosphere. Fig.1 confirms the whiskers are

short and thick with diameters in the range of 100–400

nm. Polycarbosilane (PCS), which is the polymeric pre-

cursor for SiC, was added to the mixture of RH+CS

for extensive whisker growth. The XRD patterns of the

as pyrolyzed and treated products of RH+CS+PCS are

shown in Fig. 2. The pyrolyzed product shows the

presence of β-SiC, α-cristobalite and graphitic carbon

phases. Themetallic impurities, silica andgraphitic car-

bon were removed by acid treatment and heat treat-

ment, which is evident from the disappearance of the

respective peaks in the diffraction patterns. The small

shoulder with the peak corresponding to the (111)

plane indicates the presence of stacking faults (SFs)

within the β -SiC whiskers.

Figure 2: XRD patterns of as pyrolyzed and treated products of RH+CS+PCS.

The extensive growth of SiC whiskers can be observed

in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen from Fig. 3(b-c) that the SiC

whiskers exhibit the nanowire structure with diameter

in the range of 20–150 nm and length of up to several

microns.

Figure 3: SEM micrographs of as pyrolyzed product from RH+CS+PCS (a) Low magnification and (b-c) High magni-

fication images of as synthesized product.
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The higher temperature pyrolysis of PCS liberates ad-

equate amounts of SiO and CO gases. The exten-

sive growth of SiC whiskers in RH+CS+PCS mixture can

be correlated to the simultaneously formed SiC nuclei

from the carbothermal reduction of RH+CS and the

continuous supply of high concentration of SiO and

CO gases by the phase separation and reduction of

PCS. Before pyrolysis, the RH and CS are coated with

PCS. During the heat treatment, SiC nuclei are formed

by the simultaneous carbothermal reduction of RH+CS

and the phase separation and reduction of PCS. The

tiny SiC nuclei continue to grow by the continuous sup-

ply of SiO and CO gases by the vapor phase mech-

anism, producing SiC whiskers. The SiC whiskers are

formed by below chemical reactions,

SiO (g) + 2C (s) → SiC (s) + CO (g) and

SiO (g) + 3CO (g) → SiC (s) + 2CO2 (g)

The vapor-solid, vapor phase and VLS mechanisms

play a significant role in whisker formation. However,

the vapor-solid and vapor phase mechanisms have a

more dominant role in the massive SiC whisker growth

compared to the VLS mechanism, since the metallic

impurities present in RH and CS are very little.

A high flow rate of SiO gas leads to low supersatura-

tion, and this condition is suitable for the formation of

thin whiskers, which grow along a preferred direction;

whereas a low SiO gas flow rate gives rise to more su-

persaturation of SiO gas, which favors the formation of

thick whiskers. This divergence in the SiO gas flow rate

could be one of the reasons for the different morpholo-

gies.

Figure 4: TEM images of RH+CS+PCS (a) As treated product with planar whisker morphology (b) whisker grown

along <111> direction and in inset its SAED pattern and EDS spectrum from the marked area (c) whisker with a lot

of defects and (d) its SAED pattern from marked area.

From Fig. 4(a), some of the whiskers are long and

straight, without having any kind of defects and some

have a striped morphology, which reflects the pres-

ence of stacking faults (SFs) and microtwins in the

whiskers. The Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED)

pattern of the SiC whisker from the smooth area is

shown in Fig. 4(b), which can be indexed as the zinc

blende cubic 3C-SiC structure with <123̄> zone axis.

From the diffraction pattern, it can be found that the

SiCwhiskers are grown on the (111) planes along <111>

directions. The surface energy of the β-SiC (111) plane

is lower compared to all other planes; hence, the sys-

tem preferentially finds it easy to grow along <111> di-

rections on the (111) planes. The SiC whiskers, as shown

in Fig. 4(c) have alternate bright and dark bands along

the growth direction, which are the characteristic fea-

tures of the presence of stacking faults and twins. The

SAED pattern from the marked area shown in Fig. 4(d),

is typical of crystals containing microtwins. It has two

equivalent <110> zone axes arising from two twin vari-

ants of cubic β-SiC. These two twin variants are equiva-

lent to each other, and rotating relative to each other

so as to give two common and four separate (111) re-

flections. The diffuse streaks in the diffraction pattern

confirm the presence of stacking faults.
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A team of researchers at King Abdulla University of

Science and Technology in Saudi Arabia has made

the blackest material ever created by human be-

ings. The idea for the material came from the all-white

cyphochilus beetle.

It is unlikely that the perfect black material, one that

absorbs and emits without any loss all of the energy

that falls on it, will ever be created, but scientists work

on getting closest possible to perfect blackness be-

cause it is believed that such materials could help in

creating more efficient solar collectors and such de-

vices.

The team achieved their feat by using carbon nan-

otubes to better absorbance, emulating what they

found when studying the allwhite cyphochilus bee-

tle. The result was an extremely tiny nanoparticle rod

resting on an equally tiny nanoparticle sphere (30 nm

diameter) that could absorb approximately 98 to 99

percent of the light in the spectrum between 400 and

1400 nm through all angles and polarizations, which

translates to 26 percent more light absorbance than

any other known material!

The researchers noted that the scales on the

cyphochilus beetle—a photonic crystal struc-

ture—cause the beetle’s shell to reflect light very ef-

ficiently. They took that idea and turned it on its head

by inverting the structure and used the idea of chaotic

energy harvesting to create the extremely black ma-

terial. The surface of the structure is disordered, which

creates a pattern of random pits, each consisting of in-

finitely long metallic waveguides. The material can be

easily created and applied. Also, it can be used both

in and out of liquids. As a bonus, by firing a laser at it,

they created a new type of light source that gener-

ated monochromatic emissions without the necessity

of resonance!

The team notes that devices using such an application

might be used for desalination projects, and, of course,

in solar energy collecting systems, and perhaps in op-

tical interconnects. This material might even spark a

new approach towards the design of such devices.
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International Workshop on Stress Assisted Environmen-

tal Damage in Structural Materials (EDSA) is organized

by the Department ofMetallurgical andMaterials Engi-

neering (MME Dept.) at Indian Institute of Technology

Madras on 27th February to 2nd March 2015. This work-

shop has brought scientists from academia & industry

from all over the world on one platform to discuss fu-

ture trends of environmental degradation of structural

materials.

The scope of the workshop:

• Understanding the sub-critical crack growth (ini-

tiation & growth) mechanisms in aqueous or

gaseous chemical environments (which can also

include liquid metal embrittlement)

• Novel methods of crack initiation measurements

• Novel methods to determine crack tip electro-

chemical reactions and its relation to crack initia-

tion & growth

• Novel methods of fracture surface analysis,

matching fracture surfaces in particular

• Continuum mechanics approaches to analyzing

data and its limitations

• Dislocation mechanics based approaches to an-

alyzing crack tip deformations

• Atomistic methods of analyzing crack initiation

The Conference Chairs of the EDSA -2015 workshop:

Dr. G. Sundararajan, ARCI & IIT Madras, India

Dr. N.V. Ravi Kumar, IIT Madras, India

Dr. R. Kolar, Office of Naval Research Global, Singa-

pore

Dr. S. Gopalakrishnan, IISc, Bangalore, India

Dr. A. K. Vasudevan, Office of Naval Research, USA

(retired)

The Inaugural function started with a welcome ad-

dress by the Conference Chair, Dr. N.V. Ravi Kumar

followed by Head of Department, MME, and Dr.G.Sun-

dararajan. The Inaugural address was delivered by

Prof. K. Bhaskar Ramamurthi, Director, IIT Madras, India,

followed by ONRG programs speech by Dr. Ramesh

Kolar.

In the EDSA conference, the topics were presented

both in oral and poster format. Oral sessions include

only invited speakers. Poster presentations include

contributed participants. The Invited are distinguished

personalities from National and International Research

Laboratories and Universities.

All oral presentations were for 40 minutes, including 30

minutes for the talk and 10 minutes for discussions. The
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manuscripts of selected articles are published in Else-

vier journal “Materials Science and Engineering A”.

Main sponsors of the EDSA International workshop: Of-

fice of Naval Research Global, US NAVY. Co-Sponsors

of the workshop: Department of Science and Technol-

ogy, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government

of India, Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences, Zwick

Roell Group, General Electric (GE), Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research (CSIR, India), Bangalore Inte-

grated System Solutions (BISS)

February 27th 2015:

On the first day of the workshop there are 8 talks di-

vided into two sessions – one in the morning till lunch

and another in the afternoon.

In the 1st session, Dr. N. Eswara Prasad talked about the

certification of aerospace and naval materials in ag-

gressive environments, followed by Dr. Bill C Nickerson

presented a talk on electrochemical stress intensity ap-

proach to modeling galvanic coupling and localized

damage initiation. The other 2 talks brought out en-

vironmental damage on structural material of Indian

nuclear reactors and Corrosion fatigue crack growth

at low frequencies.

In the 2nd session, Corrosion fatigue studies and stress

corrosion cracking studies at different temperatures &

environments and its detection using electrochemical

noise were presented.

February 28th 2015:

During the morning session: Dr.K.Sadananda talked

on “Crack tip driving forces and subcritical crack

growth”, followed by “Role of internal stress on stress

corrosion crack growth behavior” by A.K. Vasudevan.

Dr.Veera Sundararaghavan presented on “Atomisti-

cally informed energy based theory of environmental

damage”.

During the afternoon session: “Mechanistic studies

of environmentally assisted cracking using a wrought

magnesium alloy” is presented by Dr.V.S.Raja. Crack

propagationmodels were presented by Dr. Francesco

Villa. In the evening there is a poster session followed

by dinner.

March 1st 2015:

There was only one session on this day in the morning

and an open tour to Mahabalipuram organized by IIT

Madras.

In the 5 talks of this session, “Solutions of fracture me-

chanics and fatigue testing under various environmen-

tal conditions”, “Studies on low cycle fatigue and

crack growth of steel weldment at liquid corrosive

medium”, “SCC of high strength aluminum alloys in

space applications”, “role of crack branching in SCC

of Al alloys”, using high spatial resolution to probe de-

formation and fracture of materials were discussed.

March 2nd 2015:

The morning session started with a talk on a novel

method for understanding origins of hydrogen em-

brittlement by Dr. Michael Rohwerder, followed by

a talk on “Computational framework for understand-

ingmicro-structural effects on hydrogen embrittlement

of metals” by Dr. Dhiraj K Mahajan, following these, 2

talks were presented on Hydrogen assisted cracking

in ferritic steels during fatigue crack growth and Me-

chanical properties of monolithic nanocrystalline SiC

ceramic.

The workshop ended with valedictory function, dur-

ing which the technical summary is presented by

Dr.A.K.Vasudevan and the vote of thanks was deliv-

ered by Dr. N.V. Ravi Kumar.
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HEA India workshop organizing commitee with Dr Chris Berndt(Swinbourne University, Austrailia), Dr J.W.Yeh(NTHU,

Taiwan), Dr S.Ranganathan(IISc, India), Dr R Krishnan(Banglore, India),Dr Rajiv Mishra( University of North Texas,

USA)

The National Workshop on High entropy alloys is orga-

nized successfully by Department of Metallurgical and

Materials Engineering (MME), IIT Madras in association

with Boeing on 28th – 29th March 2015. This is the first

National workshop on High Entropy Alloys.

• The objective & scope of the workshop is to bring

scientists ranging from those working on first prin-

ciple calculations to those who are likely to use

these alloys for various applications and look at

the issues that need to be addressed and the

direction that should be taken in the coming

decade in order to not only arrive at a better fun-

damental understanding but also develop a few

possible applications of these alloys.

• To educate the research scholars in materials en-

gineering on the developments in this field.

• To bring out a document giving the status,

strength and potential in the country in this up-

coming and exciting area, this can be used as a

starting material for a future coordinated effort in

this direction in the country.

The National workshop on HEA had Prof. M.Kamaraj

as the Chairman, Prof. B.S.Murty as convener, Dr. Ravi

Sankar Kottada as co-convener, Prof. K.C.Hari Kumar,

Dr.Srinivas Rao Bakshi, Dr. Chinmoy Chattopadhyay as

members and Mr.Guruvidyarthi, Ms.Ameey Anupam,

Ms.R.Lavanya, Mr.Adil Shaik, Mr. Anil Prasad, Mr. K.

Anoop, Mr. R. Anand Shekar as members of the orga-

nizing committee.

The inaugural function startedwith awelcome address

by: KC Hari Kumar, HOD In-charge, Dept. of MME, IITM,

followed by the welcome remarks by: Bala K Bharad-

vaj, Boeing India. Introduction to the workshop is given

by Prof.B.S.Murty. The Presidential remarks are given

by Prof. S Ranganathan, IISc Bangalore. The Inaugural

Address is given by J W Yeh, NTHU Taiwan on Physical

metallurgy of High-Entropy alloys. A Videomessage on

HEA alloys is given by Brian Cantor, Bradford University,

UK. The vote of thanks is delivered by the co-convener

Dr. Ravi Sankar Kottada.

The Main sponsor for the workshop is Boeing. Depart-

ment of Science and Technology, Defence Research

& Development Organization, Government of India,
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General Electric (GE), Anton Paar and Hysitron also

supported the workshop.

More than 110 participants from India and abroad at-

tend this work shop. All the talks were only by invitation.

Number foreign delegates attended are six: Prof. J.W.

Yeh, Prof. Chris Berndt, Prof. Rajiv Mishra and Dr. Dan

Miracle and a video message by Brian Cantor.

March 28th, 2015:

The first day of the workshop started by an inaugural

session followed by two sessions in the morning on the

Basics of HEA alloys and one session in the afternoon

on Synthesis and Processing and poster session in the

evening.

The three talks in the 1st session helped to understand

on how high entropy alloys are discovered and about

their growth and their unique mechanical behavior.

In the 2nd session: Prof.B.S.Murty, IIT Madras gave a talk

on the challenges and excitement faced in the HEA

field, following a talk by Chris Berndt, Swinburne Univer-

sity, Australia on “Thermal spray routes towards achiev-

ing high entropy alloy phase structures”. The third talk

is by K.C.Hari Kumar, IIT Madras on “Challenges in ther-

modynamic modelling of multicomponent systems”

The 3rd session started with a talk on orientational HEA

alloys by A Subramanian, IIT Kanpur. The other 2 talks

are on effect of Thermo-mechanical processing on

HEA.

The session ended by discussion on session topics by

Moderator: A.H.Chokshi, IISc Bangalore. There was a

poster session in the evening after a Teabreak followed

by dinner.

March 29th 2015:

There were 3 sessions on 2nd day – first 2 sessions are

on Characterization, Properties & Applications of HEA

alloys and final session of the workshop is onModelling

and Simulation of Multicomponent alloys.

The 1st session gave an idea on how the HEA are ap-

plied in AUSC plants, radiation environment and gas

turbine engines, airframe applications and also gave

an idea on characterization of these alloys – under-

standing the structure, chemistry, phase stability, me-

chanical properties and defects in these alloys.

The 2nd session on HEA dealt with synthesis & charac-

terization of light weight HEA and CNT reinforced high

entropy alloy and stability and mechanical behaviour

synthesized by mechanical alloying and SPS process

and issues on processing and stability of HEA.

The 3rd session brought the challenges in atomistic

modelling and applying modelling concepts in solid-

ification of multicomponent alloys, simulation of mi-

crostructure evolution of these alloys and thermody-

namic modelling for predicting metallic glass forma-

tion in HEA.

The workshop ended by discussion of the session topics

by K.C.Hari Kumar after a tea break and the way for-

ward & conclusion of the workshop is given by S.Ran-

ganathan, IISc Bangalore. This workshop has been

successful in bringing together scientists with expertise

ranging from first principle calculations to processing

and applications, so that they look at the issues that

need to be addressed and the direction that should

be taken in the coming decade in order to not only

arrive at a better fundamental understanding but also

develop a few possible applications of these alloys.
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Materials Forming Lab (MFL), IIT Madras was estab-

lished with Indo-German collaboration nearly five

decades ago and is one of the oldest labs in the

Department. The lab comprises both the Materials

Forming Section and Material Testing Facility. MFL is

equipped with various forming, testing and machining

equipment. In the forming section, there are three hy-

draulic presses of various capacities and a four high

rolling mill in addition to specimen machining facilities.

Two of the presses are double action presses while the

third is a triple action press. One of the presses is of

a unique German make and has been operational in

the lab since 1968. Double action presses facilitate

wide range of forming operations starting from forg-

ing, compaction, blanking, extrusion, deep drawing,

equal channel angular pressing, groove pressing etc.

Triple action press is used for research in a novel area

called fine blanking which has wide applications in

the manufacture of automobile components. Facili-

ties also exist for superplastic forming studies. Most of

the sub-press equipment required for the forming op-

erations were also designed and developed in-house.

Rolling mill facilitates both room temperature as well

as high temperature rolling of metal sheets.

Figure 1: Rolling Mill

The machining section consists of two light duty lathes,

one heavy duty lathe, a light duty drilling machine,

one heavy duty drilling machine, a light duty milling

machine, and a universal milling machine. A light

duty CNCmillingmachine is also part of themachining

equipment.

The Materials Testing section consists of a 10 tonne ca-

pacity universal testing machine (UTM) and a 100kN

dynamic capacity fatigue testing machine. Both high

cycle and low cycle fatigue tests can be conducted.

Figure 2: (L) Triple Action Hydraulic Press, (R) Fatigue

Testing Machine

A relatively recent addition toMFL is the Nano-synthesis

lab, housing a flame reactor set-up for the synthesis of

nanocrystalline ceramics.

Nearly 20 research scholars work in the lab. Research is

largely in theareas of severe plastic deformation, sheet

metal forming, fatigue and fracture, development of

special steels, chemical vapour synthesis, etc. The lab

also offers laboratory courses in Metal Forming for both

undergraduate and post graduate students.
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National Metallurgist Day Annual Technical Meeting is

a technical extravaganza conducted by the Indian

Institute of Metals (IIM). Every year, 14th November is

celebrated as National Metallurgist Day (NMD) and on

this day professionals with outstanding performance in

various fields ofmetallurgy are honoured. Leading and

enthusiastic metallurgists from different corners of the

world participate, interact and share in Annual Techni-

cal Meeting (ATM) which is conducted annually. With

similar expectations, NMD ATM 2014 was hosted in Col-

lege of Engineering Pune (CoEP) in collaboration with

IIM Pune, Mumbai, Baroda and Nagpur Chapters from

November 12-14th. The main of NMD ATM 2014 was

"Redefining the horizons of metal-
lurgy/materials: Focus on automotive,
aerospace, defense and energy."

The participation from Department of Metallurgical

andMaterials Engineering, IIT Madras, was overwhelm-

ing in NMD ATM 2014. More than 60 research schol-

ars attended the event and presented their research

work either as poster or oral presentation. This year,

few under graduate and post graduate students also

attended with equal enthusiasm which proved that

the interest in research among these students has

witnessed a manifold increase. Two research schol-

ars from our department bagged prizes in the grand

event. Mr. Srinivasan, PhD Research Scholar won First

prize for poster presentation under theNon-Ferrous cat-

egory for his paper titled “Influence of Biaxial Stress

State on Microstructure and Mechanical Behaviour of

Commercially Pure Titanium”. Mr. Joji Babu Panta, MS

scholar, won Second prize for oral presentation under

the Material Science category for his paper titled “Ef-

fect of Carbon Nanofillers Addition on Shear Strength

of Adhesive Bonded Joints”. Mr. Karthik Akkiraju, Dual

degree student, won the Best Paper Award for oral pre-

sentation for his paper titled “Grain growth and densi-

fication during SPS of nano NiO: Coalescence of nano

crystals” in the IIM-PMAI (Powder Metallurgy Associa-

tion of India) session on Powder Metallurgy. With the

same spirit and energy displayed in NMDATM 2014, we

expect more participation and accolades in the forth-

coming technical meets.
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Dr. E. G. Ramachandran was born in Bangalore in

1925. After obtaining his M.Sc.degree in Physics in 1944,

he became a research scholar under Prof. Sir C.V.Ra-

man. In 1945, he joined the University of Sheffield

and obtained his doctorate in Metallurgy in 1947.

Dr. Ramachandran has been in teaching, research

and development programmes in Metallurgy from

1947. Fondly known by everyone as Prof. EGR, he

has shaped this department as its First Professor and

First Head of the department. This lecture series has

been initiated with the generous support of a student

of him, Mr. Pukhraj Jain.

Dept. of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, In-

dian Institute of Technology Madras in association with

Indian Institute of Metals, Chennai Chapter organized

the Prof E. G. Ramachandran Distinguished Lecture se-

ries for the Third time on May 8, 2015. The lecture was

delivered by Prof Dipankar Banerjee, Department of

Materials Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Ban-

galore on “Materials Inflight”. Dr. Dipankar Banerjee

an alumnus from IIT Madras, was conferred Padma Shri

in 2005.

Dr. Dipankar Banerjee and Dr. E. G. Ramachandran
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"People tell you that becoming an en-
trepreneur is a risk. But if you ask me, the
risk is all around you. Taking up a job, get-
tingmarried, everything is a risk. The point
is, if you’re smart you should always have
a safety net. That’s where the innovation
comes in."

Mr. D. Chandrashekhar, who is a graduate from the

department of metallurgical and materials engineer-

ing here at IITM, is a true legend in the field of en-

trepreneurship. He has handled 2 to 3 companies at

the same time, and is also involved in many philan-

thropic activities.

In this article he talks about a wide variety of things

including his experiences at IIT Madras, how he de-

veloped the skill set required to be an entrepreneur

in the time he spent here. He briefly walks us through

his career, about how he explored not one but mul-

tiple entrepreneurial ventures, what all difficulties he

faced in his career, about how certain social and po-

litical factors affect the entrepreneurial spirit. He also

touches upon things like liberalisation and how it af-

fected his career and finally ends by giving a message

to the current undergraduates of IIT Madras.

Could you share some experiences from your time

here at IIT Madras?

Having come from a Tamil medium school, I found

it a bit threatening initially. The standards were very

different here, and there were students from all over

India in the institute. So all this made it a very tough

and challenging experience in the initial years. By my

third year I took up metallurgy and became comfort-

able. The years that I spent here laid the foundation

for my work. For me to have done what I did in the

past 40 years without this education would have been

difficult. After my education here, I got trained in light

metal metallurgy by working in Germany. After two

years, I returned and became an entrepreneur. In the

past 40 years, I’ve handled a variety of metals and

metallurgical processes. And here again I feel that my

education helped me grasp things better, understand

the logic and do things economically.

Looking back today, do you have anything to say to

the present IITians?

Yes. One thing I noticed during my stay here was that

we were all very internally focused. We had no idea

how to manage the world and we knew very less sur-

vival techniques. In today’s competitive world, these

are very important. If a person aspires to become an

entrepreneur, then he must know how to deal with

the world. Good grades do help, but it is a multi-

faceted personality that actually creates a successful

entrepreneur. Wegot a degree inmetallurgy from IITM,

but we didn’t know that Aluminium was costlier than

Steel. That was the kind of exposurewe hadback then.

This shouldn’t be the case. As Neville Shoot once said,

‘Anybody can do anything, but an engineer does it

economically’.

Could you tell us a bit about the beginning of your ca-

reer as an entrepreneur?

I had taken the traineeship in Germany of my own

choice, with an open mind, thinking it’ll lead to some-

thing else. But I had to return after two years, and I

was completely unprepared. In those days, therewere

very little opportunities available in India for a graduate

engineer. So I worked for a year with a startup at Trichy,
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got to know the nuances of running a startup, and

started my own. It was not an easy thing to do. Every-

thing was new, and I was walking in blind. I had to take

the simplest choice I had in order to survive, so I took

up fabrication work for BHEL. They gave us the materi-

als and the drawings, so there was very little input from

me. Thus this gave me a base to learn, and later on I

started using all that I had learnt. This is not taught at

IIT. You need to go out into the world and learn.

What skills should a future entrepreneur develop?

People skills are crucial. You need to know how to deal

with different types of people. Here at IIT you only talk

to a specific type of people, but in a business it is not

so. You need to know how to talk to everyone, from

the guy who pulls the handcart to the MD. Also, here

and at many other places, the normal culture would

be to show people how smart you are. In a business it

is better to do so through your work. So it is better to

keep your mouth shut and show your abilities through

your actions.

Could you give us a quick glimpse of your career in

the past 40 years?

I became a serial entrepreneur. I tried to become big,

but realized it was difficult, so I decided to grow hori-

zontally. I was running 2 or 3 enterprises at any point of

time. Generally one will be on the ascent, another on

the descent while one will be hovering at the top. I ran

around 8 or 9 such operations over the last 40 years.

But about 15 years back, I realized that exiting had

become a problem, and so decided to stop grow-

ing this. Instead, I developed an alternate interest in

community service. I am the founder of the IIT Madras

alumni charitable trust. I’m also the first secretary of

the Alumni association, and got it registered during my

tenure. I then entered my other alma-mater, Rama

Krishna Mission, became a committee member in the

80s and am now the VP. Also,my son was born dyslexic,

and since I could find no help or relief anywhere else,

I founded the Madras Dyslexic Association, of which I

am the president. We are also connected to various

health NGOs here in VHS, run a blood bank and also

a preventive cardiac unit. This is what I’m currently fo-

cusing on.

Could you tell us a bit more about your coating busi-

ness?

Coating is one of the last businesses I entered, and

I’m yet to exit it. If I had gone by my earlier pattern,

I would have already exited it. I entered this field as

a pioneer, doing electro-less Nickel coating. I then

switched to gold coating, along with electrophoretic

coating, which is plastic on metal. Metal on plastic is

an old technique but this was new. Soon we started

usingthis intemples, and saved them almost 80% gold

in the process.

Could you tell us a bit about the industry you’veworked

in, and about how liberalization affected it?

Well, metals are expensive, so you need a lot of work-

ing capital. But it is not so if you become a converter,

i.e. , the customer gives you the metal and all you

have to do is process it. For example, I ran a foundry,

where I converted scrap into alloy using the Nickel,

Copper, Magnesium etc. that they provided. You also

have to make sure that your business is suited to avail-

ability. For example, I know that electric technology

is the best for a furnace. So in an exam I would write

electric furnace, but when I’m running a company, I’ll

have to use oil. This is because I know that continuous

power supply may not be available. This is the switch

that one must be willing to make. Once you can af-

ford the electric furnace and a generator to go with it,

then you can start using it.

Coming to liberalization, it has resulted in a shift from

a maker friendly situation to a user friendly situation. It

has exposed customers to high quality materials, and

so the manufacturer is forced to shift to high quality

products to stay in the competition. But the customer

is yet to settle down. They are still demanding the

old costs for the higher quality products, and this is

not favourable to the manufacturer. Managing in-

ternational competition is tough, and the success lies

in finding a small area where we can excel. For the

last 30 years I’ve remained the global supplier for a

small product that costs only 35 cents – a test kit that

checks the level of Iodine in Iodized salt. I’m manag-

ing international competition in this. This is because the

technology I’m using is too big for a small company,

while the market is too small for a large company. So

this becomes an ideal opportunity for a company like

mine.

As an entrepreneur could you tell us your views on

what makes a startup click?

First of all, before entering any industry, you need to

make sure that your strengths are suited to the indus-

try. For example, if you don’t like travelling, would you

stay in an industry with a wide market? Or if you don’t

like spending time in the workshop, would you want to

enter the manufacturing industry? These are questions

that you need to ask yourself before starting up.

Also, the common perception that only a completely

new idea calls for a startup is not true. Get into a se-

cluded area in business and do it quietly. I have been

in the business of colour powder coating. We have

about 10,000 colours, and yet we found that black

was the colour that was used the most. So generally

what is common is also what is necessary. You won’t

be building rockets every day. So get into an area that

suits you, understand the nuances of the field and ex-

cel there. Technology can always be used to improve

quality and price, but it should be implemented tak-

ing into account the capital needed, the market base

and the expected profit.
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People tell you that becoming an entrepreneur is a

risk. But if you ask me, the risk is all around you. Taking

up a job, getting married, everything is a risk. The point

is, if you’re smart you should always have a safety net.

That’s where the innovation comes in.

But ultimately, business is about money. Technology

is like pickle – you can use it to enhance the taste of

food, but it can’t be food. So business is all about how

you manage money. Money is like blood in the hu-

man body. It should be in constant flow, and should

not stagnate anywhere. If it stagnates in the form of

material in the shop, then your work in progress is high.

If you deliver the product and the customer does not

pay you, that is also bad. If the money stagnates with

you, then you’re not doing any business. So, even if

you have only 200 bucks, if you know how to handle

that money, then you can run a business. I’ve seen

cases where people burn up all their money so that fi-

nally they have no working capital. This wouldn’t have

happened if they had kept someworking capital aside

initially. Once you start making a profit, then you can

invest further in technology. This initial survival is crucial

in any startup.

What makes a good entrepreneur?

That has a very simple answer – if you’re a good hu-

man being, then you’ll be a good entrepreneur. You

hear a lot of stories about people who’ve made a lot

of money by cheating many people. But in the fi-

nal analysis it is the better human who is the better

entrepreneur. This is because a good human being

takes care of everybody around him.An entrepreneur

hasmany stakeholders – customer, employee, his asso-

ciates, the government and himself. If you make sure

that everyone gets what they have to get, then you’re

successful. Moreover, there is no place for greed or

ego in business. You should be ready for a stable

growth, and also need take care of the people around

you.
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”If you want to be successful then you
need to be organised. If you are organised,
if you are passionate, that will lead you to
success.”

Dr. Arumugam Manthiram is currently the Cockrell

Family Regents Chair in Engineering and Director of

the Texas Materials Institute and the Materials Science

and EngineeringGraduate Programat the University of

Texas at Austin (UT-Austin). He has authored 580 publi-

cations, including 500 journal articles and 8 patents.

We ask about Dr Arumugam’s path from Madurai to

Austin. How did it happen? Dr Arumugam explains

that his path was not a straight line, and that he had

no idea what his future would hold. He tells us that

he didn’t plan or worry over much about the future;

but whatever he did he was passionate about it, and

worked hard and sincerely.

We proceed to ask him about his somewhat unusual

final destination – teaching. “You get a lot of plea-

sure teaching”, he tells us. “I have 30 people and a

constant turnover. They come, they work with me for

4 years, they graduate and they leave. My job is not a

routine job. Every day morning I don’t know what the

day will bring.”

He then talks about the difference between research

in a university and a company. There is a lot of differ-

ence”, he says. “In a lab we research a lot, develop

intellectual property and patent it. In a company we

work on a larger scale and in scaling up there are

a lot of new problems. You have to make a product,

makemoney and that is very different from intellectual

property. When asked how he connects his university

research to business, Dr Arumugam firmly states that as

a professor his job is not to create business. “My job is

to educate, to prepare the next generation workforce

and then to be inventive, creative and to innovate,

not to make money.” His love for and pride in his work

is evident in his tone.

We now speak of interdepartmental research collabo-

rations. He stresses the importance of such collabora-

tions, saying that it is essential not to compartmentalise.

“It is in the interface between multiple disciplines that

innovations happen; so collaboration is very important,

leading to new ideas.”

Speaking of IIT Madras, he tells us that it came as a

big change. He talks about the beautiful campus, and

the intellectual atmosphere, saying that there had not

been much research in the colleges where he did his

B.Sc andM.Sc. “I was opened up to theworld,” he says

fondly.
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He now tells us the fascinating story of his life. “I was

born in a small village, of only forty people. People

don’t study there. They farm and work with their par-

ents.” When he had to go to school he had to walk

2 miles each way through a jungle. “One day when I

was going I saw a cobra!” The plan was to finish study-

ing and open some small business. “But then when I

was in high school my teacher said if he doesn’t go to

college then no one from this community will ever go

to college. So he took me to the St John’s. All admis-

sions were already over, so on the second day he took

me and my mother to the principal and I got admis-

sion. The school that I studied in was Tamil medium so

to adapt to an English medium collegewas hard. After

my M.Sc no one gave me a job but then I saw in the

paper – in IITM, the PhD application was already over

but then in that year alone they called for applica-

tions to the materials science centre later, as it was first

year of the materials science centre. So I was lucky.

But then my supervisor left to work in Bangalore, so I

was stuck without a supervisor.” His hardships contin-

ued –“I applied for a fellowship in America, in Radcliffe

and I was chosen. But then one of my professors had

recommended his student for that same fellowship so

he came to me and said that I should decline, and I

did. Maybe I was stupid, but everything worked out

for me in the end. I met my wife, got married and had

a daughter. Then I was called to work at Oxford and

my life changed.” Speaking of his life in Oxford, Dr

Arumugam tells us “The professor who employed me

there is the person who designed the materials for cell

phone batteries, without him we would not have any

of that. So I went, without my wife, without my kid. I

had to cycle to the university lab, it was November

and very cold; I cycled over ice. I had to learn to take

care of myself; there was no landline, only letters.” Ten

months later at the offer of the same professor, Dr Aru-

mugam moved to the University of Austin, in the fall of

1986. “Then I got tenure, and now I have everything

that I want; a great job, a large research group, all

conceivable things. So I think that I went through a

lot of trouble from birth till 1985, and during that time I

learned a lot of things. People may say I got lucky but

it is not just that. You have to make your way, by being

sincere and passionate.”

When asked how he realised where his passion lay, Dr

Arumugam replies that he tried many things, and that

he still does, though the core remains the same. His

belief is that this is necessary for success even while

working in a company, as there is no field which lasts

forever and never changes.

When asked what message he has for the students,

he leaves us with these insightful words: “For some, if

they are from very affluent families, probably their ca-

reer can be very well planned. I don’t know what per-

cent of people that is. For people like me, there is no

way they can plan what they want to study. But they

can do one thing. Whatever they do, they should do

it properly. Be honest and sincere; if you are studying

then do it honestly. Hard work will pay you of. This is

the first thing. The second thing is that if you want to

be successful then you need to be organised. If you

are organised, if you are passionate, that will lead you

to success.” Truly a good moto to live by.
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"Take research seriously and it will
surely help you out eventually even if you
might not see an immediate outcome. All
it takes is a tiny spark of idea and it can
change your life."

Dr. Veera Sundararaghavan is an alumnus of IIT

Madras. His work is mainly based on developing multi

scale computational methods for polycrystalline al-

loys, polymer composites and using them to study the

effect of microstructure on the overall deformation,

fatigue, failure, thermal transport and oxidation re-

sponse. He did his PhD in Cornell University and has

been decorated with awards such as the DTRA Young

investigator award (2012), NSF Career Award - Me-

chanics of Materials Program (2010) and the Prof. V.

Radhakrishnan Endowment award, Indian Institute of

Technology-Madras (2004). His most recent publica-

tion was in collaboration with Prof. Sun on “A hybrid

multi-scalemodel of crystal plasticity for handling stress

concentrations”.

In this article Prof. Sundararaghavan talks about the

new vertex of the materials tetrahedron which is the

nano scale modelling and computation, the thing of

the future as he claims. He also talks about his expe-

rience in IIT Madras, how he was intrigued and what

drove him to research as well as touches upon things

like the pros and cons of the places he has worked in.

The article concludes with him sending a message to

the undergraduate students of IIT Madras.

How was your experience here as a student at IIT

Madras?

Time at IITM was academically rewarding. The curricu-

lum is great, but I also had an early opportunity to do

research in Prof. Krishnan Balasubramaniam’s center

for non-destructive evaluation. I started on a project

involving the development of an acoustic impact de-

vice for measuring cracks in brake pads for Sundaram

brake linings company. We were successful and Prof.

Balas, arranged an internship in Iowa state university.

There I really came to appreciate the role of computer

simulations and finite element modeling in engineer-

ing. I worked on finite element methods for magnetic

flux leakage measurements to identify cracks in steel

pipings. I continued this work at Michigan State Univer-

sity with Dr. Lalitha Udpa next year and you could say

we were the ones who kickstarted the collaboration

of IIT Madras with the university, traditionally summer

internships were done in industries. I remember get-

ting an exemption to do an internship in a university

abroad. My thesis work was with both Ramesh Babu

and Krishnan Balasubramaniam. We were doing wa-

ter jet peening and were measuring the conductivity

profile and discovered that residual stress due to peen-

ing changes the conductivity which we can measure

externally by sending in electromagnetic waves, so IIT

was very fruitful as far as research is concerned. Other

aspects, well I was a day scholar so I did not experi-

ence hostel life. I lived close by in Chennai in Adyar.

What got you into research and what has kept you go-

ing in computational mechanics?

I have built upon my work here at IIT and been ex-

panding my areas of research. I started with finite el-

ement modeling of electromagnetics at IIT and have

since worked on a variety of interesting computational

problems, such as modelingmicro and nano structures

using a wider range of computational techniques.
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I was watching your video. You said that your love

for physics and mathematics is what drifted you to

aerospace. Please elaborate on that.

Absolutely. My field of aerospace computational me-

chanics and materials science heavily derives from

math and physics. Education from IIT builds a very

strong foundation.

As a student, people have dilemma over whether to

choose industry or academia? How has your journey

helped you choose academia?

It is a personal choice. Academia gives youmore free-

dom to pursue your own ideas and longterm goals,

Industry research is based on teamwork and short-

term goals. I also enjoy teaching and there is a great

joy in working with creative students. I thought that

I should wait for academic opportunities for this rea-

son although I did go for an industry interview after my

doctorate and was immediately offered a job. It is far

easier to get into the industry for the simple reason that

there are lot more industry jobs than academic.

To become a professor in IIT, it is required to have a

postdoc industry experience. Do you think that is nec-

essary?

It depends. I don’t know why the IIT’s need it for all

fields. In my field of computational mechanics, it is

probably not important to learn in a new environment

but maybe for an experimentalist who is, say, working

on a new microscope it is needed, so one is exposed

to more advanced facilities, so it really depends on

the field of study.

Now a days there is a lot push on these startups. What

is the scope for these in material science?

There are a lot of interesting areas in material science.

One example is additive manufacturing of metals and

fiber composites. In USAwehave several startupswork-

ing on this. What you cando is take a complex compo-

nent in a gas turbine and laser scan it, make computer

models and do 3D printing to manufacture it in your

own garage. The costs are coming down now, so I

think this is the next big revolution and lot of startups

related to this will come up in India too in the next few

years – at least in the software side of this. There is a real

need to develop software to design microstructures

such as fiber layout in a composite. Other options in-

clude prototyping coating and materials for solar cells

and batteries using computations. Material Science is

better than other engineering fields as far as startups

are concerned. There is lower competition and bigger

value addition possible. I am glad to see IIT is now rais-

ing this culture, which is great! Undergraduates should

learn how to write up patents too.

You work on microstucture based design simulation.

What is the scope and what are the applications of the

field?

Microstructure design has been practiced for thou-

sands of years – for designing swords and armors. But

there was no principle behind it and it was based on

trial and error. With modern microscopy, we know

that the unique properties of these materials are due

to their microstructure. In the last hundred years, the

theory behind the formation of the microstructure has

been developed. In parallel, we now have signifi-

cant computer power to simulate these theories on

the computer to understand how process parameters

such as temperature and stress affect the microstruc-

ture. Finally, we are reaching a point where you can

design processes on the computer to make better ma-

terials for modern aircrafts. I was fortunate to work with

Prof Nicholas Zabaras at Cornell University who is an

expert in the field during my PhD. Current scope for mi-

crostructure design is restricted to properties for which

theories are well known – for example properties such

as elastic modulus and yield stress. Theories still need to

be developed for properties like corrosion resistance

and to understand multifunctional materials like shape

memory alloys. There are varieties of applications for

making reliable high performance materials – from ar-

mors to engine blocks to turbine blades. Microstructure

design is not restricted to metals, in the area of com-

posites, control of textile weave and fiber layout can

lead to interesting properties. Some of these ideas are

already being used to make formula one cars and

composite aircrafts.

A Question on multi scale simulation. The electronic

scale, continoum scale and other scales, when will all

of these put together?

Probably not in my lifetime. There is Moore’s law and

it says that the semi conductor industry will be dou-

bling the no. of processors every 2 years. This means

a million times improvement in computing power in

the next forty years. If you want to scale your atom-

istic computation to simulate an airplane, in the best

case scenario of simulation time going linearly with the

number of atoms. Amillion times improvement in com-

puting power is only a hundred times improvement in

length scales because length is related to cube root

of number of atoms. Currently, if we can reach a few

nanometers in such intensive simulations, we would

only reach few hundred nanometers in forty years. So

we can hardly simulate a human cell, let alone an air-

plane even in forty years. You have to do some multi

scaling, it means you have to take regions that are

important for atomistic calculations or microstructural

calculations. You take a large aircraft wing but there

is a small crack in the middle. You don’t want to sim-

ulate the whole wing with atoms so you only simulate

a small region around a crack with atoms and the rest

with continuum models. This is what we call multi scal-

ing. The Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013 was for multi

scaling. They took combined simulations based on

Newton’s laws called molecular dynamics with Quan-

tum mechanics, two completely different physics and

length scales but they were able to integrate them
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with multi scaling. I believe multiscaling will be the

only way to solve challenging computational materi-

als problems.

When will the new age materials come into applica-

tion?

Developing and applying new materials is a slow task.

It takes 20 to 30 years for conception to application,

and till now it’s been trial and error. Traditionally ma-

terials are made by testing hundreds of different pos-

sibilities kind of like when Edison made the filament for

the bulb. One way to speed up this process is by us-

ing computations and smart use of data correlations,

to make predictions even before experimentation. I

mention data correlations because we don’t have a

way to predict properties like fracture toughness from

computations alone. However, it can be correlated

to the chemical nature of bonds. One Hollywood ex-

ample we are familiar is the Iron Man armor. In the

movie, computer simulations are used to tests each

possible candidate and predicts the best material for

the Armor here is a case where fiction may be closer

to reality.

Nowa days in the IITs, more students are going towards

non-core. What can be done to inspire to continue in

engineering?

Engineering field is rewarding, aircrafts we build, the

modern cars are all products of engineering. Beyond

academics, the students should pursue more intern-

ships and projects to fully appreciate the possibilities in

the field, so they aremotivated to stay. They could also

be motivated by team projects to address engineer-

ing challenges that are unique to India such as water

scarcity. The institute needs to set up these projects to

solve grand challenges. If you can inspire even 10% of

the undergraduates to start a company, it will also be

very fruitful. There are about 3000 undergraduates, just

imagine few 100 companies.

What do you think are the pros and cons of the places

you’ve worked in and here?

IIT is doing a very good job with educating students;

but it gets hard to compare IITs with the top institutions

in the states. Michigan research runs into billions of US

dollars while IITs work to tens of millions of dollars. That

is a massive difference. The strength of IITs is really the

admission process that brings in best youngminds from

the country and the quality of faculty that do well de-

spite this difference. I believe IITs should provide a lot

of opportunities to do research for students at all levels.

Frommy days at IIT, I have always felt that students are

isolated in their push for better relative grades, there

is a term ‘RG’ among hostelites, and teamwork was

lacking. In Michigan, undergraduates pursue large

team projects, hundreds of students at all levels work-

ing under one or two faculty advisors towards building

a solar car and taking part in international contests out

of their own interest. Industries should help fund these

activities.

Are there any other comments or is there any advice

that you would like to give to undergraduates at IIT

Madras?

You are already at a great place and working hard, so

keep up the good work. Take research seriously and

it will surely help you ou eventually even if you might

not see an immediate outcome. I even now think of

my research here and say to myself if I hadn’t done it I

wouldn’t have been here. All it takes is a tiny spark of

idea and it can change your life.
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Bill C Nickerson

A K Vasudevan

"Don’t try to follow someone and be-
come like a frog in the well."

Both of them worked in U.S. Navy for many years in

the material sciences division. They have got lots of

experience in this field and they gave us a small in-

terview on which this article is based. Valley of Death

is the gap between the Lab and Final field application.

Experiences of both of them in the material science

division in the U.S. Navy

Somebody has to make a clear distinction between

basic research and application. Somebody has to

connect the failures that happen in the field to those

that happen in the laboratory. Lab failure gives you a

reference point and that has to be transparent in the

field.For example when you perform stress corrosion in

a lab and on the field you get very contrasting results.

And people never got a hang about why that used

to happen. One should realise that the conditions of

chemistry in the field are different when compared

to those in the lab. So what we did is, we took the

chemistry of the field and prepared solutions in the lab

and we used to do stress corrosion and we tried to

understand the relationship in the lab and in the field

but not exactly. So then we started doing the actual

stress corrosion in the field rather than in the lab. Then

they found out that the curves actually represented

the chemistry that the material is reacting with the sea

coast. Because of pollution in sea coasts the chemistry

that the material is undergoing in a sea coast is differ-

ent from the conditions of chemistry that prevail in a

laboratory and this is the reason why materials used to

fail.

Actually, when the U.S.Navy developed ASTM JD 5 N

EXPLORRE back in the 1970’s they did ship deck en-

vironmental testing and they found out that actually

the engineering that was set up was fine with the lab,

but, when it comes to the field the standards were not

properly developed. The engineering standards were

not developed to give you an understanding of first

principle behaviour. There were quality control checks

and if you do not set them right ,you are doing testing

of materials for non-relevant mechanisms. There has

to be a linkage between fundamental science, appli-

cation research and implementation engineering and

it has to come from both sides they used to end up in

a situation where the strength is high and in the field

the material fails due to the less focus on the stress cor-

rosion properties.

The primary concerns when materials are developed

are mechanical properties like strength and toughness

and then come fatigue and stress corrosion. So the fo-
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cus onmechanical properties led to thematerials hav-

ing high strength and toughness but their stress corro-

sion properties used to be very low. This led to the

material not performing as well as it was expected

to do, the reason being, less focus on stress corrosion

properties. They would heat treat the material differ-

ently and therefore the get an incremental increase in

the corrosion properties which is not very good. So one

should design the materials based on the stress corro-

sion stand point first and then go backwards. Because,

we already know the relation between chemistry and

mechanical properties and so we can easily work out

with the betterment of mechanical properties. Our

goal right now is to develop a hundred year perfor-

mance alloy.

There are certain industrial, architectural applications

and hundred year performance alloy creates a signif-

icant advantage in the architectural civil engineering

fields. If you are not giving priority to stress corrosion

first point then there can be catastrophic failures. You

should also link the engineering design with the appli-

cations.

One of the good things about material science is that

it encompasses physics, chemistry and mechanics. It

is a multidisciplinary approach but there is still a chal-

lenge. We design our structures for mechanical re-

sponse, once that is done we try to address the corro-

sion and environmental behaviour and so on. There is

some kind of discontinuity present . It is a huge area

of opportunity. You have to specifically look for the

internal stress issue and here is the chemical stress issue

and address them.

People always talk about two aspects, one, material

selection and the other being design. Design is always

substitution means design won’t changemuch but the

materials will change. The classic example is the cy-

cle. The trapezoid shape did not change at all but the

materials vary a lot from simple steel and what you see

now, composites. These two have to go hand in hand.

Otherwise one gets developed and the other doesn’t.

Scope of Indian Material Scientists Abroad

From what I have seen in these 4 days of EDSA Con-

ference you guys are doing pretty well. It’s how you

focus on topics is important. It’s all about working in

user community and if I am going to study this will it be

of any use to others. What I suggest to you Undergrad-

uates is that you should go work for a semester or so

in labs, which will give you an idea of what actually

is going on and that will give you some knowledge.

Some companies will give ask for you to develop some

kind of material with such and such type of properties

and they will sign up contract if you convince them

that you can do it. They will again come to you af-

ter three months and if you show them that you are

progressing in the right direction then they will sign up

the full contract. So you should do internships in such

places, so that you will be opened up to all kinds of

things and you will pretty well know what’s going on

outside. Otherwise the only thing that happens is in-

stead of Science and Technology it will become shelf

technology (sarcastically speaking).

It all depends on what you like to do. You can never

be far well informed about which community you are

going to end up in, so things like this are a great op-

portunity. It has actually become very easy for you

right now because of the facilities that are available to

you, like internet, telecommunication and so on. While

doing an internship you are being exposed to a wide

range of aspects, from academia to applications sci-

ence. Then, when something or the other interests you

and you branch out. Whatever you want to do the

subjects that you have to do well in your undergrad

are Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Thermody-

namics. If you know these four then you can probably

attack any problem.

Actually it all depends on what you are interested in. If

you are interested in a particular topic and you want

to go deep into it you should do it. And after some

years something else interests you, you should switch

your topic to that. You can either be generalist or you

can go deeply into one topic, and that completely de-

pends on your interest. Materials science is the biggest

possible science field out there. Ultimately you will be

happy doing the thing that is interesting to you even

though you might be earning less. And the other sug-

gestion is that you all should do one course each on

project finance, speaking and writing. Project finance

helps a lot because it gives you the confidence to

defend your research and convince others about it.

These skills are also very important.

The final conclusion is that do something new on your

own. Don’t try to follow someone and become like a

frog in the well (hope you know the story).
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"Bridging the gap between the lab and
the inal ield application is what we call
the 'Valley of Death'."

Aero planes have fascinated us for ages. The airplane

industry is constantly innovating itself trying to fly higher,

longer and faster. This year we had the opportunity to

meet Dr. James D. Cotton, Technical fellow, metal-

lurgy at Boeing.

Could you tell us a little bit about your job at Boeing?

My job at Boeing as a metallurgical engineer involves

a number of responsibilities, including new materials

development. Newmaterials are very important in the

airplane industry because we count on improvements

in the material properties to better the economy of

our airplane products. So we look for low density, light

weight components, that are stronger, more fatigue

resistant, better corrosion resistance, and of course re-

duced cost. We also need to have a stable supply

base. These are the major properties that we look for,

and moreover, we require them in large and unusual

shapes, which poses a challenge. Another major chal-

lenge in the airplane industry is that our product cycle

is very long. We only come out with a new product

every 7 or 8 years. And so we only have a tiny window

of time where we can introduce a new material. This

means that material development should happen in

parallel, so that they are mature at the right time. So

my job is to find new concepts, see if they have value,

and if they do, then mature them and scale them up

and finally bring them to our product line.

What is the future of high entropy alloys in the airplane

industry?

High entropy alloys is another way of developing ma-

terials that is quite different from traditional alloys. This

is so because traditional alloys have a single base ele-

ment and when you add many other elements it may

not look too good, for example it becomes brittle or

develops other problems. High entropy alloys, on the

other hand lets you have very rich compositions, with

many elements added together and so lets you ex-

plore regions of the phase space that have been ig-

nored until now. The idea here is that because of the

presence of many elements, we can maybe fine-tune

the properties, or open up new processing avenues.

We hope that every new concept might bring some-

thing to the table that is better than what we already

have. High entropy alloys fall in this category.

Right now I don’t think high entropy alloys will com-

pete with existing aluminium alloys and composites for

the large acreage applications. The landing gear or

the fittings that hold the engines on, or maybe the en-

gine materials themselves are the only possible appli-

cations. So high temperature, high strength materials

seem to be the area of opportunity when it comes

to high entropy alloys. Main thing to do is to com-

pare high entropy alloys to the existing materials and

make sure that the performance at a given cost is

good enough and exceeds what we already have suf-

ficiently to justify further investment into its research.
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High temperature alloys also have some good oppor-

tunities, for example in the exhaust region where it gets

very hot, and also for space and military applications.

Right now researchers in the field of high entropy alloys

are studying everything. They don’t knowwhat the ap-

plications of their research are. They are trying to un-

derstand the role of entropy in complex systems where

the number of elements prevents you from plotting

and even visualizing. That becomes the challenge. I

think the applications should be driving the research.

Because you can explore hundreds of thousands of

high entropy alloys and 99% of themmay go nowhere,

may make no sense. So what needs to be done is to

work backwards from the problem. First identify where

we need help, then understand what properties will

help us outperform what we already have, and then

design the system.

How does modeling help in material research?

I feel that thermodynamic modeling is extremely im-

portant. If you can use these techniques to estimate

the phases present at equilibrium, even if they are not

exactly correct, it can help you get in the ballpark of

where you want to go experimentally.

Once you’ve finalized amaterial, how do you go about

testing the material?

In the research lab, there’s only a very small amount of

the material and you start by looking at its microstruc-

ture hardness. When you have a little more you per-

form a tension or compression test. If everything still

looks good, then you begin to make larger materials

and you also have to understand what kind of mi-

crostructure you want based on the application. And

then, the application defines the testing. In my indus-

try, strength, density, modulus, corrosionresistance etc

are tested. There are also tests that help you estimate

how you’re going to make the part, like forge-ability,

caste- ability, formability, machine-ability etc. It may

sound very mundane, but these are extremely impor-

tant. If you can’t drill or machine it, then the material

is useless. These are all very practical items that have

to be investigated.

How do you go about bridging the gap between what

happens in the lab and what you need on the field?

That’s the key question. Bridging the gap between

the lab and the final field application is what we call

the ’Valley of Death’. There’s a lot of money and risk

involved in this process. This is where computational

methods come in. Using models, and also by connect-

ing multiscale models together you can estimate your

ability to scale, kinetic effects, solidification and segre-

gation problems, contamination and defects. So it is

definitely possible but still remains a challenging area.
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"They’d rather do nano or bio related
things but the thing is if you look into steel
there are many new types of steels coming
out every year with many noble proper-
ties."

Dr. Michael Rohwerder is head of a research group

at the Max-Planck-Institute for Iron Research in Düssel-

dorf, Germany. Further, since 2008, he is head of the

Christian-Doppler Laboratory for Oxidation and Seg-

regation funded by the Christian Doppler Research

Association and voestalpine Steel Division. His cur-

rent research covers zinc alloy coatings, intelligent

self-healing coatings, surface and grain boundary ox-

idation in short term annealing processes and hydro-

gen in metals. Dr. Rohwerder was a postdoctoral re-

searcher in the group of Prof. A.J. Bard at the University

of Texas in Austin. He then was appointed head of the

“high temperature corrosion” research group at the

University of Erlangen, Germany, before joining the

Max-Planck-Institute in 2000.

We at ’Etch’ had the opportunity to interview Dr. Yeh

and talk to him about his achievements, his current

endeavours, and future prospects in the field of High-

entropy alloys. He described these alloys to be a new

class of multi- component alloys. A high-entropy alloy

is defined as an alloy which has between 5-35 atomic

percentage of at least five major element. That is, no

major element in the alloy has a concentration over

35%. Mixing entropy of such a composition at a ran-

dom state is very high, ergo the name “High-entropy

alloy”.

There is a general perception among metallurgists that

iron and steel research has been saturated. Could you

comment on it?

(Laughs) That’s what people say. They’d rather do

nano or bio related things but the thing is if you look

into steel there are many new types of steels coming

out every year with many noble properties. For e.g.

there are some recently developed high strength steels

that can save weight as you can make thinner walls

for a required strength. There are steels that are de-

formable to a certain extent they can be used in cars.

In the case of an accident a car should deform a little

bit to take the impact but not toomuch as to crush the

passenger, these noble steels do the same thing, after

a design point they don’t deform anymore and that is

unique to steel you can get so many new properties it

is very difficult to replace in the future, these are highly

interesting materials of advanced science; lots of vari-

ables have to be taken into account, microstructure

comes into play, alloying comes into play, the physics

and chemistry behind that are very challenging. In our

institute the Max Planck institute for iron research, we

do a lot of fundamental and applied research on steel.

How was your experience in the University of Texas?

I was part of a research group led by Prof. H.J. Bart.

He is famous for electrochemistry. One thing I was sur-

prised by was the no. of foreigners in the university.

Most of the post doc and the PhD students were Eu-

ropeans, Indians and Chinese; there were 1 or 2 Amer-
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icans. UT is one of the top universities in the US; sports

plays an important role. I still remember the football

rivalry between UT and Texas A&M which is a 2-3 hours

drive towards the east, where the famous electro-

chemist Prof. Bokris worked at that time. Texas is in

the south so you see a lot of palm trees and a lot of

Mexicans. For me personally the experience was very

exotic.

Were you working on iron to begin with or were you

working on electrochemistry and then you drifted to

iron research?

My PhDworkwas not on iron. I completedmy PhD from

the Max Planck institute but my project was very fun-

damental on monolayer films on gold. The idea was to

transfer this knowledge to the treatment of steels. Af-

ter three years of gold related research I left for Austin

where I tried to transfer this knowledge to iron but it

wasn’t possible due to the shortage of time. I got an

offer from the University of Erlangen in Bavaria, where I

worked on high temperature corrosion and oxidation,

for about two years. I then went to Max Planck insti-

tute where I became the head of a research group

and at that time Max Planck institute was completely

reformed. Before it was on a downward tren due to

lack of funds as people were thinking it wasn’t worth-

while to support iron research. But Martin Stratmann

who is now the current president of the Max Planck

society stopped that. He managed to convince the

society that it is important to have fundamental re-

search in iron and so new money came, new research

groups were formed, new departments were estab-

lished and I came into contact with many new topics

related to iron research. My first project was on hot

dip galvanization. It was my first big project. We had

8 different partners from companies and institutes all

over Europe. I started doing research on many top-

ics. One of them was self - healing (sounds better than

rust). Rust is a living system, there are many transitions

you go through from wet to dry. It is also very exciting,

but intelligent self healing coatings is a topic that is

currently easier to get funding for. I refer to these coat-

ings as intelligent because the coatings are able to

sense corrosion, i.e. we generally use a trigger for this

purpose. There is a huge potential change associated

with corrosion. Wedecided to use this as the trigger. To

do this we work with conducting polymers. We know

now that they work in the laboratory but in reality you

want to have a coating that lasts for at least 5 to 6

years or more. One concept for self-healing to incor-

porate encapsulatedmonomers into the coating, that

are activated by likewise encapsulated catalysts. The

organic coating doesn’t protect these active agents

fully from contact with air and water. The monomers

are stable but we the catalysts are very reactive so we

put the capsules containing them into a zinc coating

and that’s the idea behind it. I can tell this now as

the patent is through (Laughs). If you incorporate the

capsules into the metal the catalyst are safely stored

agains contact with air or water, because the metal is

airtight. I see no reason why it shouldn’t last for many

years. I told you the story from my perspective and

we do all kinds of exciting stuff like this and someone

who works on alloying and microstructure can tell you

similar exciting stories showing that steel is a very ad-

vanced and interesting topic.

Do you think some day grades of steel will be able to

compete with super alloys?

With super alloys you can get very high-grade corro-

sion protection. It’s an economic issue really. You wish

to avoid super alloys. There are people who develop

steel using expensive alloying. We are mainly steel re-

searchers but we do super alloy research for different

applications and price sectors.

Are there any entrepreneurship opportunities related

to steel around the world?

I have to think now. I see a chance for a startup in

coating systems but its very difficult. The industry is very

competitive. It’s too much investment at least in Ger-

many. Many small companies are fusing together but

the biggest is still an Indian company Mittal. I don’t see

much of a chance for a startup in steel industry directly.

In Germany a big part of our economy is these smaller

companies. I know some startups founded by former

students that focus on materials characterization. In

general most smaller companies lack the equipment

and analytics that are required and these start-ups of-

fer this expertise to them. Recognizing such demands

and trying to provide was is needed is a big challenge,

but can lead to success. Staring a small specialized

company like this is possible and in fact very promising.

But I think setting up a steel company all by yourself is

impossible.

Are there areas other than steel in Germany where

people can look for a startup?

We are very strong in making machines for produc-

tion and you need also many specialized tools for that.

There are many students who make a company in

developing production steps. They are production en-

gineers and Germany is very strong in that. As I said,

we have a very large no. of small and middle size

companies and most of the employees are in these

small companies that specialize in making different

tools, different machinery and designing and devel-

oping different production steps. We look to complete

a certain process, design a component in the most

cost effective way possible. There may be many dif-

ferent approaches, but one has to find out which way

is the most economical. We have people who spe-

cialize in that, engineers who know what to do and

how to do it and Germany is a big market for that and

that is Germany’s strength. For all this of course steel is

often very important. I have to say not many alumni

from our institute have an their own company, most of

them took jobs in existing companies. The main reason
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is people don’t have trouble finding a job and hence

don’t think of making a new company.

There are a lot of new computer simulations coming

up. How much of dependence should we have on

these simulations?

The aim is to one day be able to model and simulate

the real thing. We currently have four departments,

one of them focused fully on modeling. In some cases

we are close to simulating the real thing, but for things

like corrosion we are very far from being able to make

real predictions. The problem is that the kinetics of re-

actions is difficult to predict because in kinetics you

need to know about activation energies and it’s very

difficult to know whether you have included all possi-

ble pathways, included all the different variables or not

and that’s why the advances are not there yet. With

the increasing computing powers wemight reach that

level soon. The other problem is you can’t really pre-

dict in a general way whether a material is good for

corrosion protection or not because it depends a lot on

the environment and all of it has an influence, which is

different for different places. That’s why we do many

different tests to determine the behavior of a material.

How do you think we can attract young minds to iron

research?

What we do is to address pupils in school. We have in-

formation days to attract children, we have girl’s day

to attract young women to engineering. We try to ed-

ucate them to the possibilities in science. We also try

to publicize via newspapers and scientific journals. We

now have a public affairs office wherein we spreads

these publications to the society and I think PR is very

important and only if you are known in the society that

people realize, especially youngpeople, that there are

a lot of opportunities in iron research. People get in-

ternships in the summer holidays and it’s very inspiring

for school children to get into physics, chemistry and

materials research and it seems this process of reach-

ing out is paying off.
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"Work very hard. But I’ll add imagina-
tion. Dream. Think of things which are not
there. Pursue your dreams. Be not afraid to
question. Science and knowledge proceed
on disrupting the existing thing."

Professor Srinivasa Ranganathan, fondly called Rangu

by his peers, is no stranger to the materials scene in the

world. One of the pioneers in this field his works have

been the inspiration for many. As an undergraduate

in this field it was my pleasure to have interviewed the

Emeritus Professor at IIT, Madras. His life and words of

wisdom are sure to motivate you.

Prof.Ranganathan completed his B.Sc(Hons) in Chem-

istry from university of Madras in 1960. He completed

his B.E Metallurgy from IISc Banglore. He did his PhD in

Cambridge University England. He has wide range of

research interests that include topics like Nano struc-

tured materials, metallic glasses, quasi crystals and

wootz steel. He has had an enormous number of pub-

lications his first being:

J. J. Hren and S. Ranganathan (Editors) “Field-Ion Mi-

croscopy” PlenumPress, NewYork, U.S.A., 1968; Russian

edition, Mir Publishers, Moscow, 1971.

His recent publications have been on metallic glasses

and nano structured materials. He has won numerous

awards including National Metallurgists’ Day Award,

Govt. of India; Distinguished Material Scientist of the

Year 2001, MRSI; Platinum Medal, IIM, 2005; INAE Pro-

fessor Jai Krishna Memorial Award, 2006.

Your time as an undergraduate student?

I did my Chemistry honours from Loyola College Chen-

nai. The teachers there taughtme chemistry in the best

possible fashion. Since there were only 12 students in

the class, we felt we were specially chosen. We never

had any fixed syllabus for our exams. Hence we were

pretty much prepared for everything. We used to read

journals like the American Journal of Chemistry. So that

gave me my first start. The Jesuit culture on which the

college functioned developed a sense of duty in me.

What made you chose metallurgy as the go ahead?

My elder brother had also done his Chemistry Honours

from Presidency College .His classmate was TR Anan-

tharaman. He went on to do metallurgy in the very first

batch of IISc metallurgy department in 1947. He was a

brilliant person. His family was also known to me. So I

decided to follow his path in 1960. The choice wasn’t

made for any other reason and it turned out to be the

best choice of my life.

Life @ IISc

I studied metallurgy in IISc from 1960 to 1962. I had

some of the most outstanding professors in Prof K P

Abraham and Prof T.R. Anantharaman. Equally impor-

tant were my classmates. All the first rankers from dif-

ferent universities across India were given admission.

So the competition was really tough and healthy too.

That timewewere givenadmission purely basedonour

credentials as opposed to the rigorous admissions tests

these days. In spite being a short course of 2 years, they

taught us very well. The teachers then were not busy

like today with administrative work and other commit-

ments. They were extremely dedicated. Some of them
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would have been a bit behind in being up to date

because that era in India dictated so but that never

prevented them from giving us the best foundation

possible.

Raising the bar—Cambridge University

From IISc I went to Cambridge University. It was a trans-

formative experience. Trinity College there had more

Nobel Laureates than the whole of Germany. I be-

came a Petrean, as Peterhouse, the oldest college in

Cambridge gave me a studentship. In my first year, I

saw a lawn on which only College Fellows could walk.

I felt so good that I belonged to a college where you

could see Nobel Laureates walking across the lawn

now and then. Such things definitely open your eyes. I

studied under Prof Alan Cottrell, the most brilliant met-

allurgist of 20th century Britain. Quite often, some of

the best scientists in the world used to come to our lab.

So as a student itself, I had the opportunity to inter-

act with the greatest minds. It’s usually the places you

study and therefore the people you meet that shape

you. Life at Cambridge also taught me to be a social

being, developed me as an individual. In fact Cam-

bridge was one of the most exhilarating experiences

of my life.

Cambridge to Berkeley

It was another professor Gareth Thomas, who had ear-

lier been at Cambridge who invited me to Berkeley.

The two years there had a big impact on my life. The

University where I was working had a parking lot re-

served for Nobel Laureates!. I was treated well by my

colleagues which boosted my confidence a lot.

Impact of peers

Wherever you go and whatever you do, the impact

of your peers goes a long way in your success. good

fortune of having very good friends throughout my life.

My class at Bangalore had all first rankers but even

they thought I was special. My eldest sister thought

that there was no one else like her brother !. Knowing

that you are regarded highly by your peers gives you

immense confidence.

Return to India

After Berkeley, I wanted to return to IISc. But Prof Anan-

tharaman asked me to wait for some more years, to

be somewhere else to gain more experience. Hence I

ended up in BHU after Berkeley. Many people thought

I was foolish to come back while having a great career

abroad. But I feel I made no mistake. To have come

back and worked in India made me quite good, vi-

brant and strong on many areas. I was recognised

well. After a few years at BHU, I was invited to IISc

in 1981 and had been there ever since as professor,

chairman. Even now I work there.

Working in Different Areas

Over the years I have worked in different fields of ma-

terials science namely Field - ion microscopy, elec-

tron microscopy, rapidly solidifying materials, metallic

glasses, quasi crystals, archaeological metallurgy and

currently on high entropy alloys. Many people work in

the same area lifelong with negligible output. I had

this big fortune to change my area of work.

Interest in Archaeological metallurgy

In 1963 I attended the Sorby Centennial Symoosium in

Sheffield. I listened to a mesmerising lecture by Prof

Cyril Stanley Smith. During the past two decades, I

had my attention turn to history and ancient metal-

lurgy. I co-authored a book with Sharada Srinivasan

on Wootz steel which became a best reader. I got

more fame from this than any of my other works. I

had also worked on ancient Japanese swords and the

Aranmula mirror made in Kerala. There are basically

two things that excite me now. One is modern ma-

terials, Quasicrystals and Nanoparticles and the other

is ancient steel and bronzes. Imagination supersedes

Knowledge I was a voracious reader and had good

memory too. I used to pride myself in my ability to ac-

quire knowledge. But it was later that I realised the

truth in Einstein’s words,”Imagination is more impor-

tant than knowledge.” One must be able to think and

imagine stuffs and not just absorb. If youmerely absorb

your ability to think out of the box gets constrained. I

feel I am blessed with this gift. I found an equation for

grain boundaries (Ranganathan generating function)

without even knowing how to prove it. Even the great

Prof F C Frank who had devised the formula for 2D lat-

tices and to whom I submitted my paper was unable

to see what I could for 3D lattices. In my opinion such

things are ablessing andmany suchblessings had hap-

pened. (He gives a knowing laugh). Once when we

looked at Quasicrystals, we found a periodic arrange-

ment in 1 direction and a quasi-periodic arrangement

in another. Together with my brilliant colleague . Ka-

manio Chattopadhyay we discovered a new class of

Quasicrystals—the Decagonal one and other fascinat-

ing new geometries.

Difference in the materials scene in India and abroad

India has a lot of good institutions in this field – IISc,

IITM, BHU and so on and we do good work, no doubt

there. But if you look at MIT, Berkeley or Cambridge,

they are somewhere up there. They are able to bring

out innovations of a type which we are not able to

match. Themain handicap is our infrastructure and at-

mosphere. Although infrastructure has developeda lot

in recent years, we still lack the presence of an interna-

tional atmospherewhich is prevalent elsewhere. When

you happen to work and interact with world renowned

scientists, it certainly helps you. At one level, our abil-

ity and knowledge is no less but to be able to publish,

you needacompetitive atmosphere aroundwhichwe

lack somehow. The infrastructure and facilities are al-

most at par but the whole place needs to be vibrant.

When you are in such a place you start raising your
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level without recognising it. My professor Cottrell was

so impressed with my work that he used 2 of my micro-

graphs in his book. Such recognitions push you forward

and I was fortunate to get it timely.

Your advice to the student community

Concentrate on your work. Work very hard. But I’ll add

imagination too. Dream. Think of things which are not

there. Pursue your dreams. Be not afraid to question.

Science and knowledge proceed on disrupting the

existing thing. I understood it during my Cambridge

days.I was to meet a professor who had written a book

on grain boundaries. I was with my colleague.

We were discussing something and suddenly he

pointed out that the professor was wrong. To be frank

I was shocked. Later I asked my colleague how he

could question him. After all he was published a book

on this subject. His answer still ringsmyears, “Sowhat?”.

An idealist, perfect teacher, a genius, Prof Ran-

ganathan is undoubtedly one of the best material

scientist our country has produced.A simple man in

himself, his contributions to this field are magnificent

and he is rightly regarded as the International Face of

Indian Metallurgy.

It is said that the more knowledgeable one becomes,

the more down to earth he gets and he is the living

example of that adage. Unaffected by the heights he

has conquered he humbly remarks, “I have had more

than my fair share of good fortune”. It is not every day

that you meet greats but when you do, they are sure

to leave amark behind, something deep that ought to

change your life for once and for me it was an honour

to have been able to interact with him.

It is with immense pride that I write this: I bow be-

fore you Sir, a person with humble beginnings, to have

reached where you are now is nothing less than an in-

spiration to the youth of this world.
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"One could ind special compositions to
overcome the limitations of conventional
materials and also to upgrade properties
and to increase performance."

Dr. J.W. Yeh is a Professor, Department of Material Sci-

ence and Engineering, National Tsing Hua University,

Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C. Ten years ago, when he first

published his research findings on High-entropy alloys

(HEAs), he succeeded in dispelling one of the longest

standing myths in the field of materials science. Since

then high-entropy alloys have become an established

field within material science, and Yeh has come to be

regarded as “The father of high-entropy alloys.” With

over 18 years experience he has become a veteran

in his field. His other important contributions are in the

field of high-strength Al and Mg alloys, rapid solidifi-

cation, metal-matrix composites, and reciprocating

extrusion.

In recent years Yeh has co-authored a book on the

same topic together with two noted figures in the field:

Prof. S. Ranganathan (Dept. of Materials Engineering,

Indian Institute of Science) and Prof. B.S. Murty (Dept.

of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Indian Insti-

tute of Technology Madras). Titled High-Entropy Alloys,

the book published by Elsevier last year is destined to

become a textbook and reference work

We at ’Etch’ had the opportunity to interview Dr. Yeh

and talk to him about his achievements, his current

endeavours, and future prospects in the field of High-

entropy alloys. He described these alloys to be a new

class of multi- component alloys. A high-entropy alloy

is defined as an alloy which has between 5-35 atomic

percentage of at least five major element. That is, no

major element in the alloy has a concentration over

35%. Mixing entropy of such a composition at a ran-

dom state is very high, ergo the name “High-entropy

alloy”.

We started discussing how he started off his research

on High-entropy Alloys. Although a few others be-

fore him carried out research in this field, in his opinion

no scientist has extensively researched this field lead-

ing to a lack of papers, references and texts on this

topic. According to him, the most important tradi-

tional misconception is that an alloy having a lot of el-

ements will havemany intermetallic compounds in the

microstructure and thus become very complex and

generally brittle. “I believe high entropy can enhance

the mixing between elements to form solid solutions”,

he said. High entropy reduces the number of phases in

the microstructure, which lets us easily identify phases

and understand microstructure. Furthermore, solid so-

lutions will have improved strength and ductility than

intermetallic compounds. He believes High-entropy al-

loys will find usage in various research as well as in-

dustrial applications. HEAs can be prepared in mul-

tiple ways. Besides using melting and casting to pro-

duce bulk HEAs, a uniform high-entropy alloy powder

can be prepared by mechanical alloying, e.g. high-

energy ball milling, from elemental raw materials. We

canalso use coating technologies to produce thin films

or thick layers of HEAs on desired substrates. In the re-

active magnetron sputtering coating technology, ni-

trogen atoms are reacted with the atoms from a HEA

target with strong nitride formers to form nitride films on

substrates. Prof Yeh calls them “High-entropy nitride”.
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Dr. Yeh believes that High-entropy alloys will play a key

role in the future of materials engineering. HEAs make

it possible to design any composition because of their

high degree of freedom. This concept can be used

to produce many new materials. “The composition

would be special, hence the alloy, for a certain appli-

cation”, he said. Defining the intended application is

essential to determine the composition. This composi-

tion will vary for industry to industry. It is Dr.Yeh’s belief

that HEAs might find applications in nuclear power,

turbine engine, automobile industry, chemical industry

or aerospace industry. Properties are then identified

for the defined application and a special composition

is designed, he explained. Professor Yeh had to face

many challenges during his exploration in this field. Re-

lying on his knowledge of conventional physical metal-

lurgy and trusting his thinking, Dr.Yeh was able to con-

stantly try to creatr new ideas and thoughts to work on.

Around 700 papers were published worldwide in the

last decade, after his first publication. “There are no

limitations here”, he proudly announced. ’Limitations

depend on your knowledge, thinking and attitude.’ His

interest in the field makes him realize its limitless poten-

tial. He assures us that it is not difficult to start working

on this vast subject now since there are about 700 pub-

lished papers on HEAs till date.

Professor Yeh has a message for new research schol-

ars enthusiastic to work on High-entropy alloys. “This is

a new field, and I’d like to encourage all of you young

scholars to get into this field”, he said. He spoke of the

huge number of opportunities that presented them-

selves for young scholars in this field. More research

can help overcome certain limitations in the conven-

tional alloy field. ”One could find special compositions

to overcome the limitations of conventional materials

and also to upgrade properties and to increase per-

formance.” He laid stress on the disadvantages that

could be avoided by using HEAs instead of conven-

tional alloys, at the same time laid emphasis on the fact

that ’it doesn’t matter if you use conventional alloys

or HEAs, as long as you have the required properties.’

HEAs could provide new opportunities with an entirely

new thinking to overcome the limitations. ”I’d be very

happy to see new materials in this field, challenging

the current limitations. In fact I think you could be one

of the first people to find new theories and new mate-

rials, and apply them in the research of this field”, he

said with an enthusiastic smile, as we ended the very

interesting and enlightening talk.
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Across:

2. To mark, say the end of eighth

4. Partner with love for a better combination

5. Cereal separated by boundaries

7. Reportedly rob what waste elements contain

9. Blend of timeless poet in situational comedy

12. Two forenoons enclose shortened algorithm for fill-

ing

13. Formless I am or soft endless house?

15. Long chain in Monopoly merchandise

Down:

1. Old rendezvous with aluminium for example

3. Tired heads of Indo-Greek Development Union in

fate

6. Coming together of 50 instead of 500 in Romanwed-

ding

8. Head turned a pole in cold seasoning of com-

paction?

9. China’s racemic mixture

10. Salt’s agitated last cry

11. Cornerless phase in green carbon’s allotrope

14. Being fickle minded about parties is a good mis-

take?
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Time for a pop quiz! Take our 10 question test of your knowledge into the world of materials. We’ll tell you what

your score means too, so take it up seriously!

Q1. This famous sculpture, in the picture, in Chicago is

known primarily for its architect, Pablo Picasso. Picasso

refused the $100,000 payment, considering his work a

gift to the people of Chicago. But as a metallurgist, ID

the material it’s made of.

Q2. I’m too cool to obey gravity. Identify me.

Q3. Historians puzzle over Napoleon’s catastrophic

defeat in Russia. But material scientists link it to a spe-

cial kind of wardrobe malfunction. Identify the phe-

nomenon they hold responsible for this.

Q4. I was the biggest and best of my time. I was con-

sidered invincible, with ice in my veins and nerves of

steel. Ironically, my steel was shattered by ice. Identify

me.

Q5. ”For a long time it was me against the world,” he

said. ”I was a subject of ridicule …………………………..

The leader of the opposition to my findings was the

two-time Nobel Laureate Linus Pauling, the idol of the

American Chemical Society and one of the most fa-

mous scientists in the world.…………. He was wrong,

and after a while, I enjoyed every moment of this sci-

entific battle, knowing that he was wrong.” This was

a quote from a recent Nobel Laureate. What was his

work that earned him a Nobel Prize?

Q6. I’m thousand times stronger than steel. I’m transparent. I conduct electricity. Identify me.

Q7. We are used to polymers – that is, plastics – being somehow the opposite of metals. They insulate, they do not

conduct electricity. Electric wires are coated with polymers to protect them – and us – from short-circuits. Yet Alan

J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa (Nobel Prize winners in Chemistry, 2000) have changed this

view with their discovery of this polymer which can be made conductive almost like a metal. Name it?

Q8. I am diamonds’ cheaper twin. I’m used in jewelry because of my strong resemblance to diamonds, both

appearance wise and by my properties. Make sure you are not deceived by my appearance.

Q9. Moore’s Law states that “Either the number of transistors packed into a computer chip will double, or its price

will reduce by half every 18 months”. But this law is slowing down, with his predictions holding true every 2 years

instead, with some fearing that it will stop altogether. But IBM research shows the way forward. What did they build

the transistors with?

Q10. Zentralfriedhof, Vienna’s most famous cemetery is the resting place of several musical greats, including

Beethoven, Brahms, Schoenberg and several others. It also bears the grave of this Austrian physicist who laid

the foundation for modern thermodynamics. Even novel material like High entropy alloys can be traced back to

his work a century ago. Who are we talking about? Ironically, his suicide is sometimes attributed to the injustice he

suffered for giving this very same equation.
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1. CORTEN Steels- Weathering steel, best-known under the trademark COR-TEN® steel, is a group of steel alloys

which were developed to obviate the need for painting, and form a stable rust-like appearance if exposed to the

weather for several years. Weathering steel has increased resistance to atmospheric corrosion when compared

to other steels. COR-TEN® resists the corrosive effects of rain, snow, ice, fog, and other meteorological conditions

by forming a coating of dark brown oxidation over the metal, which inhibits deeper penetration and negates the

need for painting and costly rust-prevention maintenance over the years. In simple terms the steel is allowed to

rust and that rust forms a protective coating that slows the rate of future corrosion. This is the Chicago Picasso, a

sculpture in downtown Chicago.

2. Liquid HELIUM, when cooled to below 2.71K acts as a superfluid- it behaves like a fluid with no viscosity. It be-

haves in a way to defy gravity and surface tension.

3. TIN PEST is an autocatalytic, allotropic transformation of the element tin, which causes deterioration of tin objects

at low temperatures. At 13.2◦C (about 56◦F ) and below, pure tin transforms from white tin to brittle, nonmetallic,

grey tin. Tin was the major metal used to make buttons in the French army’s uniforms. As the severe Russian tem-

peratures approached −30◦C, the buttons may have turned to dust.

4. A metallurgical analysis of steel taken from the hull of the Titanic’s wreckage reveals that it had a high ductile-

brittle transition temperature, making it unsuitable for service at low temperatures; at the time of the collision, the

temperature of the sea water was −2◦C.

5. Dr. Dan Schetman won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2011 for the discovery of Quasicrystals. A quasiperiodic

crystal, or quasicrystal, is a structure that is ordered but not periodic. A quasicrystalline pattern can continuously fill
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all available space, but it lacks translational symmetry. While crystals, according to the classical crystallographic

restriction theorem, can possess only two, three, four, and six-fold rotational symmetries, the Bragg diffraction pat-

tern of quasicrystals shows sharp peaks with other symmetry orders, for instance five-fold.

6. Graphene, allotrope of carbon, has a unique set of properties caused by its distinctive bonding structure. A 2D

representation of the same shows that. It also has the amazing property of self-healing! Holes in graphene sheets

can be filled up by bombarding with hydrocarbons. The alignment and fitting of atoms in the lattice happen per-

fectly.

7. Polyacetylene

8. Although very different in other properties, cubic zirconia and diamond appear similar to a lay person because

of their outer appearance and high refractive index. Fact is, diamond is a very expensive, naturally occurring sub-

stance, whereas cubic zirconia is manufactured and a less expensive jewelry substitute for diamonds. Diamonds

are electric insulators and excellent thermal conductors. Cubic Zirconia is thermal insulators. Simplest way to dis-

tinguish from diamond is by using a lighter and check the thermal conductivity!

9. IBM used microscopic sheets of CARBON NANOTUBES rolled into cylinders, which can yield transistors that are

much smaller than what we have currently.

10. LUDWIG BOLTZMAN’s grave bears his iconic equation S = k ln(W). His suicide in 1906 is attributed to the injustice

he was subject to for giving the same equation.

WHAT YOUR SCORE MEANS

1-4 = FRESHIE- You are new to this game. But keep at it and you’ll do better next time.

5-8 = META SMART- You know your stuff.

9 = META KNIGHT

10= GOD LEVEL
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